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Questioning Strategies
for Content Subject Areas
by Toni S. Walters, Ph.D.

Abstract
Good questions guide and facilitate
students' comprehension in content
subject areas. This article, a let's make
sense approach about research theories
and practices, provides classroom
teachers with a synthesis of four seminal works on cognition, nine instructional strategies which guide and facilitate students' processes for simple to
complex thinking and understanding,
and a handy plan book guide for three
levels of questions. Readers of the article are encouraged to selectively read
the portions of the article they find relevant to their personal professional
needs and interests.

Dear Reader:
This article is for the practitioner.
Should you want a brief overview of cognitive taxonomies as they relate to the questions you and your students ask, you may
want to read it from beginning to end.
However, you may decide you only want to
examine a few of the nine related strategies
which are presented sufficiently for your
use or modification. Possibly it is the plan
book guide for three levels of questions that
you might find useful.
Mindful of teachers' time constraints
and respectful of their expertise, my purpose is to provide a repertoire of information for professional decisions relative to
classroom instruction. I invite you to initially survey or skim the article and then
proceed as you see fit.
Sincerely, T.S. W.

Much classroom time is devoted to
questions. As teachers we ask questions
to check comprehension, to model
thinking processes for students, and to
guide students' comprehension. When
our students formulate questions about
their own reading, they are able to monitor text comprehension. Asking good,
meaningful, purposeful questions is an
outcome of understanding cognitive
levels of comprehension. Stated another
way, what type of comprehension is addressed by a question? Thus, in support
of the purpose of this article about
questioning strategies, a brief review of
four seminal works on cognition are
presented as frameworks for thinking,
rather than as competing operational
theories.
Taxonomies such as Bloom's (1956)
and Barrett's (1974) suggest thinking occurs in a hierarchical manner which
moves from simple to complex. Bloom's
taxonomy, regarded by many as a classic, categorizes cognitive domains into
six levels: knowledge, comprehension,
application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. Barrett's taxonomy, frequently associated with reading comprehension, delineates four levels: literal recognition or recall, inference, evaluation, and appreciation. While hierarchical thinking versus interactive and integrative thinking remain areas for rhetorical debates, and while neither the
Bloom nor Barrett taxonomies can fully
describe and account for all cognitive

processing, both taxonomies, when presented in their unabridged versions,
provide a detailed affirmation of the
complexity of human thought.
Herber (1978) and Pearson and
Johnson (1978) acknowledge the complexity of intellectual activities depicted
in the above taxonomies. And they have
provided manageable means for teachers to deal with simple to complex
thought during classroom instruction.
Herber' s three levels of comprehension:
literal, interpretive, and applied, clearly
identify how comprehension takes
place at different levels of cognition.
The same is true for Pearson and
Johnson's three kinds of questionanswer relations: textually explicit,
textually implicit, and scriptally
implicit.
Questions intended to stimulate
thought at literal, inferential and interpretive, and applied levels of understanding facilitate holistic reading comprehension. Literal comprehension
means the reader has taken in the information. Inferential and interpretive
comprehension occurs when the reader
derives intratext relationships. And applied comprehension is an outcome
when the reader makes use of the information or ideas presented in the text.
When good questions are posed and
answered, reading comprehension is
enhanced.
The remainder of this article provides a synthesis of some practical ways
to think about and implement questioning strategies at various cognitive levels. The headings: Level I, Level II, and
Level III differentiate cognitive levels
and provide a framework about types
of questions appropriate to stimulate
thinking at three levels of cognition
(Herber, 1978 & 1985). Each level also
includes several other descriptors.
While these descriptors are neither synonymous nor absolute concepts, they

are grouped together because they require comparable thinking processes.
Additionally, this article presents summaries of a number of classroom research-based questioning strategies.
THREE LEVELS OF QUESTIONS TO
ENHANCE READING
COMPREHENSION

Level I Questions
Level I questions yield literal responses. Literal responses are factual in
nature. Literal responses indicate recall,
recognition, and knowledge of what the
author said. It is possible to identify
what has been said without understanding what is meant (Herber, 1978).
Pearson and Johnson (1978) categorize
such questions as text explicit because
information is "right there" - printed
in the text. Level I questions are also
called "reading the lines" or "getting
the drift". The response information is
intersentence, in that the information is
contained within one or two continuous
sentences. Literal questions are used
most frequently because they are easy
to ask and verify.
Some examples of question stems
for Level I questions are: Who is ... ,
What is ... , When did . .. , What does ... ,
Where is . .. ? Define . .. , Name . .. , List. ..
Level II Questions
Level II questions require an inference. In order for an individual to make
an inference, literal or factual information must be combined and interpreted.
Stated another way, an inference results
when a conclusion is based or derived
from facts, premises, or evidence.
Pearson and Johnson (1978) categorize
inference questions as text implicit.
Reader responses to level II questions
require reading-between-the-lines to
derive meaning implied by text. Thus,
an inference response based on text

level information results when
information contained in anaphoric
relationships, multiple sentences, or
paragraphs is combined (integrated)
with the reader's prior knowledge.
Inferential and interpretive questions
are more difficult to ask and verify than
literal questions.
Some examples of question stems to
probe at Level II are: Summarize ... ,
Retell in your own words .. ., Why does . .. ,
Explain . .. , Compare . .. , Prove a cause for
... , Provide support for.. ., Give reasons. .. ,
How did ... , Conclude ... .
Level III Questions
Level III questions require application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
A plausible response, while remaining
relevant to the information read, must
go beyond the text content. The reader's
experiential knowledge is integral to
comprehending text at the applied level. The reader must derive meaning by
connecting the literal information, what
the author has said, and the interpretive
information, what the author meant,
and apply that which is the product of
both literal and interpretive information
in some pragmatic or theoretical exercise (Herber, 1978). This applied level of
understanding requires the reader not
only to recall and interpret, but to interactively combine recall and interpretation of text information with other
knowledge already in her or his long
term memory. Pearson and Johnson
(1978) identify response information at
this level as script implicit or scriptal
comprehension. Level III questions, in
addition to being categorized as application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation questions, are also called reading
beyond the lines and beyond text. There
may be several correct responses to a
Level III question. Such questions,
while not difficult to ask, yield
responses which may be harder to

evaluate.
Some examples of question stems to
probe at Level III are: What do you think
... , What would you do if . .., Why? ... ,
Solve ... , Prove ... , Predict ... , Evaluate
... , Substantiate ... , Initiate ... , What if
... , What is the theme? What is the major
idea? What is the central purpose?
A PLAN BOOK GUIDE FOR
THREE LEVELS OF QUESTIONS

While there is no substitute for
teacher knowledge of subject area, pedagogy, and students' growth and development, when it comes to asking the
right blend of questions, even the best
teachers appreciate a practical classroom idea. Effective teacher planning
and instruction enables students to
think about text reading before, during,
and after reading an assignment. The
need to probe at multiple comprehension levels is apparent for good classroom discussions, written assignments,
and test questions. Students learn to answer the types of questions they are
asked; students also learn to ask the
types of questions they are asked. Being
ready at all times to facilitate students'
thinking at various levels of comprehension is a challenge for the teacher. A
three level question stem guide, (Figure
1) handily accessible, can be a most
valuable reminder and aid to the teacher.
TEACHING STRATEGIES TO
HELP STUDENTS
UNDERSTAND QUESTIONS

A number of teaching strategies,
based on classroom research and practices, can help students understand that
comprehension while reading or listening occurs at various cognitive levels.
Effective instruction of those strategies
includes teacher commitment to: (1)

(Figure 1)
A GUIDE FOR THREE LEVELS OF QUESTIONS
LEVEL I

LEVEL II

LEVEL III

{literal,text explicit,
reading the lines, right
there, found in 1-2
connected sentences,
intersentence}

{inferential,
interpretive, text implicit,
reading-between-thelines, think and search,
information from multiple sentences or paragraphs, text level} plus
prior knowledge

{application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation script implicit,
reading beyond the
lines beyond text} plus
prior knowledge

Who is .. .
What is .. .
When did .. .
What does .. .
Where is .. .
Define .. .
Name .. .
List .. .

Summarize ...
Retell in your own words . ..
Why does .. .
Explain .. .
Compare .. .
Prove a cause for .
Provide support for . . .
Give reasons for ...
How did .. .
Conclude .. .

What do you think ...
What would you do if. . .
Why?
Solve .. .
Prove .. .
Predict . . .
Evaluate .. .
Substantiate ...
Initiate . . .
What if .. .
What is the major idea?
What is the central purpose?

Teacher knowledge of content subject, instructional goals and purposes will enhance, modify, and expand these examples.
facilitate and guide students' thinking
processes, (2) seriously involve students
in comprehension processes and distinguish the differences between and
among plausible, accurate, correct, and
incorrect responses to questions, and (3)
allow several seconds "wait time" for
students to process a question. Nine
teaching strategies which have appeared in the professional literature are
summarized below.

1. PReP
Langer (1981) recommends teachers
use a Pre-Reading Plan (PReP), an assessment, to: (1) determine the amount

of information, language, and organization students have about a specific
topic; and (2) make judgments about
what additional background information and vocabulary is needed for students to successfully understand what
they will read. After the teacher has determined the focus of the text information, the following three phase process
is recommended.
1. Elicit responses about "initial associations with the concept" with probe:
Tell me anything that comes to mind
about ... when ... you hear... "
2. Elicit responses about "reflections on
initial associations" with probe:
"What made you think of ... " [to the

response given by a student] to help
students develop an awareness of
how listening and interacting with
others modifies their ideas.
3. Elicit responses about "reformulations of knowledge" with probe:
"Based on our discussion, have you
any new ideas about ... ? which allows students to verbalize associations.

2. Five question paradigm
Hammond (1986, 1990) recommends a content directed - reading thinking - activity (DRTA). Initially students brainstorm in pairs or a group by
noting everything they know about the
topic to be read. Additionally, the teacher provides questions to help students
activate and focus their prior knowledge. Then students read the assignment. After reading, the teacher asks
the following five questions.
1. Did you find the answers to our
questions?
2. Which questions are still unanswered
or what information is still unclear?
3. What additional information did we
learn that we did not anticipate before we began reading?
4. What was the most interesting or
unusual/ surprising information to
you?
5. What have we learned by reading
this chapter/ section?
3. Question - Answer - Relationship
Raphael (1984, 1985, & 1986) suggests the Question - Answer Relationship (QAR) strategy for teachers to help
students develop particular skills for
dealing with questions. Using the QAR
strategy the teacher emphasizes the use
of two general sources, the book and
the head, to answer questions when
reading text. The following ideas serve
as a guide for implementing QAR instruction.

1. The information needed to answer a
question is "RIGHT THERE" in the
book; it is explicit. Generally, words
used to create the question are in a
sentence which answers the question. The answer is usually in one,
possibly two connected sentences.
2. The information needed to answer a
question, while in the book, is in
more than one sentence or paragraph. The information is implicit because the reader must use a "THINK
and SEARCH" process to first locate
and then interpret the information.
3. The information needed to answer a
question is based on the reader's
own experiences, also known as
scripts, in combination with information in the book. This type of answer,
known as" AUTHOR and YOU",
must remain relevant to the text because without the text there would
be no reason for a response.
4. Sometimes a response may be passage independent. The answer requires only the reader's prior knowledge, rather than information in the
text. This type of answer is called
"ON MY OWN."
4. K-W-L Plus

Carr and Ogle (1987) believe their
K-W-L Plus strategy encourages critical
reading because this dialogue and writing process guides students to ask questions and to think about ideas while
they read. K-W-L is like the directed reading - thinking activity, DRTA, in
that both strategies encourage students
to elicit what they know before reading,
and what they have learned during and
after reading. The recommended K-W-L
worksheet with three columns labeled
(K) for what I know, (W) what I want to
know, and (L) what I learned, guides
the thinking and dialoguing processes
important to using the strategy. Before
reading, the teacher leads students to

discuss and record what they know
about the text topic under (K). Also before and during reading students are
encouraged to pose questions about
what they want to know from the text
passage in the (W) column. After reading, students note what they have
learned in the (L) column. Additionally,
during the "what has been learned"
part of this process strategy, information is categorized, grouped, or labeled.
The next phase, the Plus of K-W-L, entails summarization of learned information into a concept map, written summary, or a combination of both.
5. ReQuest
Manzo's (1969; Manzo & Manzo,
1990) ReQuest is a reciprocal procedure.
After reading a text segment, (initially
several sentences, eventually paragraphs) and without using the text,
both the teacher and the students take
turns asking and answering each other's questions. Students are encouraged
to ask as many questions as they wish,
the kinds of questions that the teacher
might ask, and the teacher provides the
responses. Then there is an exchange of
roles. The procedure enables the teacher
to model, guide, and provide feedback
to students. The reciprocal question-answer procedure continues for several
connected segments of text. Once students have processed sufficient information to make predictions and speculations about the remainder of the assignment, the students continue reading
independently. At the end of reading,
the teacher initiates suitable follow-up
activities.
6. Reciprocal Teaching
Palincsar and Brown (1984, 1985, &
1986) provide another variation of a reciprocal procedure. As Manzo suggests
in the ReQuest procedure, Palincsar and
Brown recommend that the teacher and

students take turns asking and answering questions. This procedure relies
heavily on dialogue between the teacher and student. After teacher and students silently read a segment of text, the
teacher models four learning strategies:
(1) summarizing, (2) generating questions, (3) clarifying answers to questions, and (4) predicting what will be
presented in the next section of text.
With teacher guidance and feedback,
students gradually take over one or
more of the strategies.
7. Three question paradigm
Manzo and Manzo (1990) recommend a straight forward three question
paradigm to facilitate class dialectical
discussions after reading text. Dialectical analysis occurs during discussion
when a position or viewpoint is countered by an alternate viewpoint. The
process entails "a stated position, followed by an alternate position, followed by further analysis and synthesis" (p. 214). The teacher or discussion
leader poses the following three questions.
1. What did you think?
2. What did you read?
3. What did you learn?
This three question process guides
discussion to some meaningful conclusions which ideally enriches the schema
of all participants.
8. Student generated questions
When students learn to generate
questions before, during and after reading, they accept responsibility for comprehending independently. Self-questioning, one important aspect of metacognition, enables students to gain control of their thought processes.
Teachers knowledgeable about the
various levels of cognitive processing
used to respond to questions at the
three levels discussed above can also

teach students the differences. Any one
or combination of the teaching strategies already emphasized can provide
students with models of questions they
can use to self-question when reading
text independently. Another option includes the teacher modeling for students and guiding their use of the types
of questions students can generate before, during and after reading. Some
examples:
Before reading:
What do I know about ... ?" or
"What do I think I know about ... ?"
During reading:
What is the main idea of the section
I just read?" "Do I need to reread any
part?" "If I had to tell someone what I
just read, what would I say?"
After reading:
"What information do I need to
include to summarize the main ideas or
major concepts?" "If I had explain this
to someone, what would I need to tell
them?" "What literal, inferential, application questions could I write about this
passage?"
9. Repeated readings
Although repeated readings are not
questioning strategies, rereadings become meaningful learning strategies for
students as they learn to work with a
combination of literal, interpretive, and
applied questions. Repeated readings of
a text passage may occur as skimming
to review, a slower second rereading, a
third faster rereading, or a search for
specific information. Perez (1987) supports rereading in the secondary classroom as a means for students to gain
new insights and to construct revised
models of meaning. When students
must respond to and create questions at
the various cognitive levels, rereading
becomes focused and purposeful.

CONCLUSION
A blend of questions at all three
levels of comprehension stimulates a
range of intellectual thinking pertinent
to learning in the content subject areas.
Emphasis on simple to complex cognitive processing can be qualitatively
managed during content subject area
instruction. If students are to become
active, aggressive, thoughtful learners
of the content subject areas, they need
instruction which deliberately evokes
and facilitates multiple levels of cognitive thinking.
The taxonomies of Bloom, Barrett,
Herber, and Pearson and Johnson provide insights about the complexity of
cognitive processing. Defining each taxonomy is a Level I cognitive task because the response is literal or factual.
Making the instructional inferences derived from the information about the
taxonomies is a Level II cognitive task.
Finally, applying the product of both
the literal and interpretive information
about cognitive levels and levels of
questions is a Level III cognitive task.
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